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Abstract: This manuscript presents the protocol and participatory planning process for implementing the Community Resilience Learning Collaborative and Research Network (C-LEARN) study. C-LEARN is designed to determine how to build a service program and individual client capacity to improve mental health-related quality of life among individuals at risk for depression, with exposure to social risk factors or concerns about environmental hazards in areas of Southern Louisiana at risk for events such as hurricanes and storms. The study uses a Community Partnered Participatory Research (CPPR) framework to incorporate community priorities into study design and implementation. The first phase of C-LEARN is assessment of community priorities, assets, and opportunities for building resilience through key informant interviews and community agency outreach. Findings from this phase will inform the implementation of a two-level (program-level and individual client level) randomized study in up to four South Louisiana communities. Within communities, health and social-community service programs will be randomized to Community Engagement and Planning (CEP) for multi-sector coalition support or Technical Assistance (TA) for individual program support to implement evidence-based and community-prioritized intervention toolkits, including an expanded version of depression collaborative care and resources (referrals, manuals) to address social risk factors such as financial or housing instability and for a community resilience approach to disaster preparedness and response. Within each arm, the study will randomize individual adult clients to one of two mobile applications that provide informational resources on services for depression, social risk factors, and disaster response or also provide psychoeducation on Cognitive Behavioral Therapy.
to enhance coping with stress and mood. Planned data collection includes baseline, six-month and brief monthly surveys for clients, and baseline and 12-month surveys for administrators and staff.
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1. Introduction

There are substantial health impacts from environmental disasters, including exacerbation of pre-existing illnesses, risk from exposure to toxins, injury, increased risk for chronic illnesses from aggravation of structural determinants of health [1–7] and threats to mental health [8–13]. There is increasing attention to the effects of disasters on mental health, such as depression, anxiety and post-traumatic stress disorder [14–18]. There are multiple consequences of disasters that may cause distress including: (1) physical injury/trauma; (2) displacement and damage to housing and property; (3) separation from loved ones; (4) loss of employment; (5) disrupted social networks and supports; (6) services redistribution; and (7) hazard exposure [8]. In addition, the risk of exposure to these consequences is greater for under-resourced groups that are also more likely to face adverse social determinants of health and less access to services. Groups that are particularly vulnerable to adverse consequences include children, the elderly, lower-income individuals, and more geographically isolated communities [1,19–21].

There is increasing focus on individual and community-level resilience to reduce the impact of recurrent environmental disasters including in regions affected by climate change [22,23]. Resilience has been variously defined, including as “a dynamic process encompassing positive adaptation within the context of significant adversity” and incorporating recovery, or return to satisfactory quality of life [1]. The United Nations has defined resilience as “the ability of a system, community or society exposed to hazards to resist, absorb, accommodate, adapt to, transform and recover from the effects of a hazard in a timely and efficient manner, including through the preservation and restoration of its essential basic structure and functions through risk management [24]”. Similarly, community resilience refers to capacities of communities to withstand challenges such as disasters and promote resilience across individuals [22,25]. Domains of community resilience include social inclusion and connectedness, stakeholder participation in planning and development of valued resources, and built environments encouraging collaboration [26]. Enhancing community resilience is a national goal in the United States, with recommendations to integrate efforts across sectors [27]. Such efforts may also improve individual resilience by increasing social networks and coping resources [23,28]. Interventions to build community resilience may also promote social capital, assets, and service sector collaboration [26–30]. In the context of disasters, events may have direct effects on mental health or indirect effects through physical health, social, or environmental consequences. For example, a longitudinal study of women near the Gulf Oil Spill of 2010, found increases in depression, mental distress and domestic violence associated with physical exposure and economic distress [11–13]. However, providing coping resources, social supports and services can be protective against such negative impacts [8,31,32]. It is also important to note that resilience may also differ by gender, age, socioeconomic status, ethnicity and other factors [33–37].

Social determinants of health, including community contextual factors (e.g., poor housing or societal barriers to inclusion) and individual-level exposure (e.g., homelessness) contribute to physical and mental health disparities, with low socioeconomic status as an overarching causal factor [38–45] and as noted above, disasters may exacerbate prevalence and impact of adverse social determinants. The literature cited above on resilience in the context of social determinants suggests employing a socio-ecological framework to promote resilience to multiple types of adversity, as disasters and their impacts occur in the context of pre-existing individual, social, and environmental factors [46]. Within such a framework, maintaining mental health-related quality of life by addressing depressive...
symptoms that compromise diverse areas of functioning may facilitate individual and community 
capacities to activate protective factors—consistent with the Sendai Framework for Disaster Risk 
Reduction, an international framework that recognizes the importance of an integrated, public health 
approach to disaster resilience that includes a response to mental health impacts [47]. Further, efforts 
to foster resilience may benefit from building specific capacities at community and individual levels 
to address multiple and at times potentially inter-related sources of adversity (i.e., depression, social 
determinants, disaster exposure).

Determining how to best achieve the balance of community and individual capacities to support 
resilience may be key to resilience practice and policy areas threatened by climate change and 
environmental disaster risk. However, there are few studies that compare the effectiveness of 
approaches to improve mental health-related quality of life through addressing resilience related 
to depression, social determinants of health, and disaster response. To help fill that gap, the National 
Academy of Sciences’ Gulf Research Program funded the “Community Learning and Resilience 
Research Network” (C-LEARN) in Southern Louisiana, as the founding sponsor [48]. C-LEARN uses 
a Community Partnered Participatory Research (CPPR) approach to address depression, disaster 
recovery, and preparedness [49,50]. CPPR supports academic and community partners in equitable 
collaboration through principles of power sharing, trust and respect, and two-way knowledge exchange 
in program development, implementation, and experimental research. Initial applications of this 
approach to engage under-resourced communities in South Los Angeles in addressing depression 
were blended with evidence-based depression collaborative care for healthcare settings to support 
mental health recovery post-Katrina in New Orleans through the Mental Health Infrastructure and 
Training (MHIT) project [23,51–58].

In addition, a multi-sector model for community disaster resilience was compared to 
standard disaster preparedness coalitions in the Los Angeles County Disaster Resilience (LACCDR) 
initiative [23,28,59,60]. LACCDR developed innovative approaches to measure community resilience, 
including tabletop exercises and network surveys [23,60].

This manuscript describes the planned design, aims, and methods for the C-LEARN study, 
a two-level (program and individual) randomized trial of alternative approaches to promote resilience 
in Southern Louisiana. The design was developed in full partnership with community stakeholders.

2. Study Design

2.1. Aims

C-LEARN has the overall aim of determining how best to improve resilience, particularly mental 
health-related quality of life for individual adult clients of diverse health and community-social 
service programs, through alternative strategies to build capacity of programs to provide services for 
depression, social risk factors and disaster-related concerns, as well as through alternative forms of 
individual client information technology support for addressing the same range of issues.

Specific aims are:

1. To engage communities in South Louisiana in a community learning initiative on how to best build 
capacity to enhance resilience to depression, adverse social determinants of health, and disaster 
exposure. This aim includes a qualitative assessment of local community resilience priorities and 
assets to inform study implementation.

2. To compare the effectiveness for improving mental health quality of life (MHRQL) (primary) 
and coping with stressors and other resilience outcomes (secondary), of two program-level 
interventions to build capacity for resilience programs: (1) Technical Assistance (TA) to individual 
programs vs. (2) Community Engagement and Planning (CEP) to support multi-sector coalitions. 
Hypothesis: CEP will be more effective at enhancing individual client (primary and secondary) 
outcomes. In addition, CEP will be more effective than TA in engaging programs and providers in
trainings to improve services for depression, social risks and disaster concerns (primary), and in increasing the use of such services by programs and providers (secondary).

3. To compare the effectiveness for improving MHRQL and other resilience outcomes of two mobile apps: CR and CR+eCBT: (1) CR—An app providing only information on community resources, or (2) CR+eCBT—An app providing information on community resources and education on a cognitive behavioral therapy (eCBT) based approach to enhance individual resilience (i.e., coping with mood and stressors). Hypothesis: CR + eCBT mobile app will be more effective CR in improving the same primary and secondary client outcomes as for Aim 2. To describe strategies from CEP coalitions used to address depression, social determinants and disaster resilience, to inform interpretation and dissemination of findings.

2.2. Design

As shown in Figure 1, the design has an overall Community Partnered Participatory Research (CPPR) approach to implement a 2 by 2, randomized comparative effectiveness trial. Randomization occurs at the program level to either CEP or TA, where a program is a discrete services program with its own staff and clients; there may be multiple programs within a given administrative agency, including different geographic sites such as clinics. Further, programs may offer services in different content areas, such as physical health, mental health, social services, disaster services, faith-based, etc., referred to as different “sectors”. In addition, individual participants will be randomized to one of two mobile apps for coping with stressors and disasters.

![Community Resilience Learning Collaborative and Research Network Study Design](image)

**Figure 1.** Community Resilience Learning Collaborative and Research Network Study Design.

The project and design phase has been led by a Leadership Council, including academic, community, and health system participants who have guided all aspects of the study, and operate under CPPR principles [49]. Initial leaders are academic and community partners from the Community and Patient Partnered Research Network (CPPRN) across South Louisiana and Los Angeles with additional stakeholder advisors from New Orleans, Baton Rouge and Coastal South Louisiana planned for as engagement of communities proceeds [61]. Through the assessment of stakeholder priorities (Aim 1), potential partners have been identified from different communities. The Council has an Executive Committee and committees on Interdisciplinary Methods (design, measures, analysis), Interventions, and Operations, with academic and community stakeholder leadership in each. As a CPPR initiative, the design has been refined with stakeholder input under a pre-specified, participatory process with initial design elements finalized prior to program recruitment and final design elements to be completed prior to client recruitment. The Council developed a Memorandum of Understanding that summarizes collaboration principles, leadership responsibilities, and issues such as data access, reviewing and
sharing publications, and handling conflict. The Executive Committee meets weekly, Council biweekly to monthly, and work groups are meeting weekly or biweekly. The Council reviews work group recommendations and facilitates larger community input and approval through a stakeholder advisory committee and larger community conferences, one of which occurred prior to publishing this phase (pre-program recruitment) of the protocol.

2.3. Interventions

The main comparators are CEP and TA. Healthcare and community-based programs that are assigned to CEP and TA will both receive training and support for implementation of an expanded model of evidence-based depression collaborative care that also addresses social determinants and disaster readiness. The depression toolkits to be used are from studies on adults, including, racial/ethnic minority and low-income groups, with community health worker manuals from prior work in New Orleans, adapted for community-based programs in the Community Partners In Care (CPIC) study [51–53,55,62]. Toolkits use a team-based, stepped-care approach supporting assessment, referral and treatment, outcomes monitoring and care adjustment with specialty supervision and case managers for coordination and client education. While based on components of collaborative care for depression (clinical assessment and medication management for physicians; clinical assessment and CBT for licensed counselors; case management support for screening, education and patient activation, problem solving, care coordination and outreach; team management support), the interventions will also include resources to address main social determinants (e.g., poverty/financial planning, housing resources) and disaster preparedness/response, such as online resources developed after LACCDR [60]. Initial adaptations have been made with stakeholder input, but work groups will continue to refine some materials prior to client recruitment. The differences between CEP and TA are described in the following sections.

2.3.1. CEP for Coalitions

CEP creates multi-sector networks to collaborate in evidence-based and community-prioritized toolkits or intervention materials [59,63]. CEP supports a series of biweekly to monthly meetings to develop network and individual program capacity, prepare stakeholders as co-leads, and create a written training plan following CPPR principles [49,64]. CEP councils consider local context, i.e., cultural assets and stakeholder input. Disaster preparedness and public health sectors will be encouraged to offer education/resources on social determinants and disasters within CEP training plans. CEP will be supported by a Learning Collaborative, meeting 2–3 times, using activities such as project examples, tabletop exercises and self-assessment to identify gaps and formulate goals for improvement [60,64].

2.3.2. TA for Individual Programs

TA uses experts to train program staff via webinars and site visits, using the same toolkits as CEP, in a “train the trainer” approach with outside referral for intensive support such as for full supervision in CBT. TA provides a series of webinars and as needed primary care site visits, focused on team support for assessment, treatment support as appropriate with medication and/or psychotherapy, case management and educational resources and access to intervention toolkits. TA experts may include a psychiatrist, CBT expert therapist, case manager, support staff and community leader to engage service programs. The team will include experts on components such as financial planning and disaster preparedness.

2.3.3. Individual-Level Mobile Apps

We compare two mobile apps created as part of this study (referred to as CR and CR + eCBT) that permit interactive text messaging, mobile web, or interactive voice response (IVR) interactions, using an information technology platform (Chorus) specifically designed for participatory development [61].
Each mobile app will be adapted through workgroups with stakeholders in order to tailor content to each community. The CR app will primarily provide informational resources and referral information relevant to the local community. We will identify resources for depression, social determinants and disaster preparedness and response within each community during planning with local stakeholders. The CR + eCBT app consists of the functionality of the CR app along with an interactive component to support CBT-informed coping with mood and stressors at the individual level. This component was developed previously by our group using participatory methods with community partners and includes interactive support to enhance social support networks, support cognitive restructuring (framed through partnered input as “Catch it, Check it, Change it”), and encourage pleasant activities [61]. Participants will receive text message notifications (with frequency set by participants, up to several times per day) and can either reply back to messages to explore content or click a link in the message to access the interactive mobile app.

2.3.4. Driver Diagram

Building on the literature above and our prior work and stakeholder input, we formulated a logic model (Figure 2), specifying expected outcomes, main drivers and intermediate processes, and key intervention features. This logic model informs the measurement framework.

![Figure 2. C-LEARN Logic Model.](image-url)

2.4. Measures

2.4.1. Measures for Client/Community Participants

We consider MHRQL (MCS-12) as the primary outcome. We include as secondary outcomes depression (PHQ-8) and physical health quality of life (PCS-12), mental wellness, homelessness risk factors and behavioral health hospitalization as community-prioritized; and a measure of general resilience. Mediating factors are self-efficacy in coping with depression, social risk factors and disaster threats, social contacts and use of health and social-community and disaster services for
these concerns [32,65]. We will assess sociodemographic factors (age, gender, race/ethnicity, education, insurance coverage, family composition, family income, employment status) as moderators. We also assess exposure to social risk factors, disasters exposure and concern, post-traumatic stress disorder symptoms, presence of chronic medical conditions, and perceived community efficacy in dealing with disasters [66,67]. We also have the option of tailoring follow-up measures to specific events (e.g., floods, oil spill) [11,68]. We will explore utilizing open-ended answers to “how are things going now?” to identify linguistic markers of resilience (e.g., emotional positivity) [69]. Measures have been formulated with stakeholder leader input.

2.4.2. Administrator/Provider Measures

Administrator measures for baseline and 12 months include organization partnerships for depression, social risk factors and disaster services. We will also assess program size, services offered, aspects of organizational structure, and at follow-up, participation in planning and trainings [60,62,70]. Provider or staff measures include time spent providing community services and intervention-relevant practices (e.g., problem-solving, screenings for depression, social risk factors, and disaster preparedness) (primary), and self and community efficacy to address stressors and disasters, and at baseline, training and job status [60,63,71]. These measures have received Council and community stakeholder input.

2.5. Randomization

2.5.1. Program-Level (CEP vs. TA)

Within each community, we will randomize programs or program clusters stratified by type of content area or sector (healthcare, social-community, disaster preparedness) for program services and major geographic area, randomizing within matched program pairs to CEP or TA [62,72]. All interventions are “encouragement” interventions. That is, participants are encouraged to consider interventions to which they are assigned, no one is forced to follow a given protocol. This is more of a public health rather than a clinical approach to intervention implementation.

2.5.2. Individual-Level

Clients will be randomized to receive one of the two mobile apps (CR or CR + eCBT), at the time of enrollment, with the assigned model delivered through the app.

2.6. Sampling

2.6.1. Communities

With stakeholder input, we will recruit services programs from multiple communities in New Orleans and Coastal South Louisiana, (1–2 communities per area or up to four total). Racial and ethnic compositions of Louisiana communities are primarily African-American and Caucasian, with smaller populations of Latinos and also Vietnamese-Americans in coastal areas. The stakeholder Council has recommended specific communities with history of disaster exposure and diverse populations.

2.6.2. Programs

As in CPIC, we will select eligible programs by combining program lists with community nominations, classifying programs as mental health, substance abuse, primary care/FQHCs/public health (health) or social services, community centers, parks and recreation community centers, businesses, salons, gyms, faith-based, and disaster preparedness/response programs (community) [73]. We will invite programs through letters, phone calls and visits to recruit at least 10 per community, expecting at least 60 total programs.
2.6.3. Administrators and Providers/Staff

Each program will be asked to identify an administrator (N = 60 or more) that we invite to enroll and complete web-based surveys describing programs and partners at baseline and 12-month follow-up. Administrators will identify potentially eligible staff (full time, licensed or nonlicensed, but having direct client/community member contact) that we invite to enroll through meetings and notices, anticipating 2–3 service providers or staff members per program to consent for surveys (N = 120 or more). All eligible staff may participate in trainings, tracked by sign-in logs, whether or not they participate in the survey subsamples.

2.6.4. Clients/Community Members

Within enrolled programs, we will ask adults aged 18 or older seeking services or at events such as health fairs, and adults accompanying minors to complete self-or interviewer-administered eligibility screeners. Individuals will be eligible if they screen positive in the last six months for exposure to social-risk factors (e.g., homelessness, below federal poverty level), disaster exposure or concern about future disasters, or using disaster services; or depression by eight-item Patient Health Questionnaire (PHQ-8) score great than or equal to 10. We expect about 70–90% to be eligible with 25–30% depressed. We will exclude persons who: (1) do not provide contact information; (2) are severely cognitively impaired by survey-staff judgment; (3) are non-English speakers; (4) do not expect to live in South Louisiana over the following 12 months. We expect to screen at least 20 individuals per program to enroll 1200–1440 participants.

2.6.5. Data Collection

We will ask participants to complete baseline and six-month surveys online or by telephone interview. In addition, we will make available brief (10 min) surveys monthly via web, text-message or interactive voice on the primary and a few secondary outcomes.

2.6.6. Human Subjects Protection

All procedures will have prior review and approval from the LSU Health Sciences Center-New Orleans (LSUHSC-NO) Institutional Review Board (IRB), and partnering research institutions will enter into reliance agreements with LSUHSC-NO. The study currently has IRB approval for design planning, stakeholder interviews, conferences and for development with stakeholder input and notetaking for design materials, measures and other study materials as well as for specific community engagement events such as a kick-off conference with stakeholder input. In sequence, amendments will address program, administrator, provider and recruitment and participation in surveys, intervention, and other activities.

2.6.7. Power Calculations

The power calculations were based on expecting a percentage point difference between groups ranging from 8 to 10. With enrolling 720 or 600 individuals per group (1440 or 1200 in total), 80% power was projected to detect the difference between groups ranging from 9.3% to 10.7% with alpha level of 0.05 (two-sided) and ICC = 0.01, allowed a retention rate of 65–75% at six months follow-up [72]. For outcome measures assessed monthly during the six-month period, the proposed sample size with 60% retention is adequate for a between group difference of 7.3–7.9%.

2.7. Proposed Analysis

2.7.1. General Issues

(a) Modeling. We will use an intent-to-treat (ITT) framework and hierarchical approach with information on programs, service providers/staff, and clients. We will conduct bivariate analyses
to identify potential covariates for multiple regressions and compare unadjusted and adjusted intervention coefficients to assess confounding. We will explore transformations and two-part models for skewed counts with smearing estimates for retransformation; (b) Missing data. For missing data (item or survey non-response), we will use logical imputation for items as appropriate and hot-deck multiple imputation using a predictive mean-matching method for item non-response [74,75]; (c) Weights. We will create enrollment weights to represent intended populations [76,77]; (d) Multiple Comparisons. We will consider methods that incorporate bounds on probability of false findings of significance, e.g., false discovery rate [78]; (e) Multilevel Data: We will apply multi-level (i.e., hierarchical or random coefficient) models to account for clients within programs and three-levels for longitudinal data having repeated measures within clients [72].

2.7.2. Aim 2 Analysis (CEP vs. TA)

The main analysis is of client outcomes. Using client/community member baseline and six-month follow-up, we will evaluate CEP versus TA effects on primary (MHRQL) and secondary/exploratory outcomes (e.g., depression, mental wellness, homelessness risk factors, behavioral health hospitalizations; physical activity, productivity, self and community efficacy for coping, use of service for depression, social determinants and disaster preparedness and response). For secondary analysis of programs, outcomes are training participation and partnerships with other service programs for depression, social determinants and disaster threat/exposure, examining intervention effects controlling for type of service sector for programs, and for community, reporting chi-square statistics. For staff/providers, also considered secondary, main outcomes are participation in training, providing community services and using problem-solving and other strategies for depression, social risk factors and disaster threat/exposure based on data from 12-month follow-up and logs at training events. In two-level hierarchical models, we will compare intervention effects on hours in training using two-part models for skewed distributions [63,79].

2.7.3. Aim 3 Analysis: (CR App vs. CR + eCBT App)

In regression models above (six-month endpoint or longitudinal), we will include as intervention indicators, CEP vs. TA, CR app vs. CR + eCBT app, and their interaction. From estimated models, we will contrast a linear combination of coefficients to estimate CR vs. CR + eCBT effects within each CEP or TA group and average effects across these interventions; and conduct stratified analyses by client baseline measures.

2.7.4. Qualitative Analysis

We will use several qualitative data collection methods [80]. We will use recorded interviews to assess stakeholder priorities (Aim 1), coalition strategies and strengths, and trends in services and disaster response (Aim 4). We will conduct case studies of CEP coalitions to describe coalition development, toolkit modification and training implementation using meeting notes, written plans, interviews, and group discussions at learning collaboratives [81,82].

2.7.5. Linguistic Predictors

We will explore the feasibility of identifying linguistic predictors of resiliency to inform future research. For this purpose, we will use longitudinally collected, open-ended responses on the monthly brief surveys and use automated text transcription algorithms to extract lexical and vocal acoustic features, associated with hope and stressor response [69,82–85]. We will use supervised learning models (i.e., support vector machine) to explore linguistic features as resilience predictors, i.e., mental wellness and MHRQL.
2.7.6. Mixed-Methods Analyses

For thematic analyses we will enter data into MAXQDA software (version 12, VERBI GmbH, Berlin, Germany). Academic and community members identify themes coding 5–10 percent together and resolving discrepancies by consensus [86–89]. We will code data deductively based on study goals, e.g., training plans, and inductively based on emergent themes, e.g., new priorities [90]. We will conduct comparative analyses to identify themes across coalitions and triangulate results to describe context, strategies to address resilience, implementation strategies and outcomes. All analyses will be partnered with stakeholders [91].

2.7.7. Partnered Synthesis

We will use all sources of data in community conferences to support academic and community partners in generating research, community improvement and policy recommendations, following the model of CPPR that we have applied in Louisiana and Los Angeles [54,62,92].

3. Discussion

We have described the study protocol for C-LEARN, a unique study with potential if successfully implemented to inform practice and policy while enhancing knowledge in the intersecting areas of community and individual resilience, disaster risk, mental health, and social risk factors for health. C-LEARN is designed to utilize a resilience-focused CPPR engagement and partnered research process across all phases of study design, implementation, findings and dissemination. This goal of enhancing public participation in research is consistent with the study’s main focus on community resilience. This phase represents the main design plans in response to Council and initial stakeholder input. The study is designed specifically to inform the added value of a multi-sector coalition approach across diverse programs versus an individual program technical support model, to build capacity for improving services for depression, social risk factors and disaster concerns—the main focus of program-level randomized design. In addition, the study is designed to inform the added benefit for individual clients of mobile health technologies that provide information on local services resources or that in addition provide interactive education on a CBT-based approach to support coping with diverse stresses, including mood symptoms, social risk factors and disaster concerns.

The implementation of the interventions and changes in services processes to improve outcomes at client, program and provider/staff over the span of three years requires attention to practicality, necessitating and building on local stakeholder priorities for important processes in local context. This study context may include pressing considerations in addressing disaster risk in a timely manner, such as promoting resilience with limited resources in a period of accelerating disaster risk and climate change. At the same time, this very context highlights the value of information gained on intervention strategies that may contribute to community resilience (program partnerships and capacities) and individual resilience, defined here as mental health-related quality of life and coping with diverse stressors, and other resilience-related outcomes. Even modest effects of interventions may hold promise for exploring new directions for practice and policy.

To date, stakeholder leaders have both co-developed the design and affirmed its relevance to local communities, further reinforced in larger stakeholder meetings, including the recent main “kick-off” conference event. However, inherently the CPPR process used in the study is designed to adapt designs to cultural priorities and assets in local areas, which may inform processes of specific intervention conditions as they are finalized and implemented, or may have implications for features such as additional community-prioritized, secondary outcomes. For example, the design was reviewed by 37 stakeholders at a kick-off event in New Orleans on 22 June 2018. Examples of issues raised were the importance of inclusion of under-resourced groups at risk for disparities in terms of disaster exposure and access to services; the importance of attending to both histories of disaster exposure and individual variation in exposure and response and ongoing threats and concerns while monitoring
well-being; the importance of cultural competence in services; the need to attend to underlying social determinants; and including education for the most vulnerable including those with mental illness on issues such as access in disasters to medications. Overall, strong support for the proposed design was voiced by consumer, provider, community member and policy stakeholders. If further design changes occur, they will be included in an update prior to client recruitment and publication of main results. The planned design and stakeholder process builds on more than a decade of experience in applying CPPPR to research and intervention design and implementation related to resilience and MHRQL in New Orleans and Los Angeles [54,55,62,92].

Limitations of the study include the potential for contamination with randomization of programs within the same communities in South Louisiana. We will strive to limit contamination and attempt to track contamination risks. In addition, as designed, the study is an ambitious study in terms of implementation and system change within a limited time period, which could lead to small effect sizes. However, we build on the experience of a similar comparison of CEP and TA in Los Angeles; pilot work on the App interventions, and partnership development in Southern Louisiana (increasing feasibility) [54,61–63,71]. The main limitations also represent a conservative bias, in that they would tend to reduce observed differences in the main intervention comparisons.

C-LEARN is likely to generate a range of additional questions and innovations worth exploring in subsequent work. For example, we recognize that it will be important to explore how to expand the broadened collaborative care model from its historic focus on depression and anxiety care to additionally address social determinants of health, building on the formative process in MHIT and CPIC [62,92]. We anticipate that innovations will emerge from the work of the coalition arms, and for this reason have included a specific aim of describing the process and products of the coalitions in that arm. This will likely inform both interpretation of observed effects as well as potential dissemination through qualitative examples for next research steps as well as practice in building capacity for resilience.

4. Conclusions

The C-LEARN study is a planned, randomized, comparative effectiveness trial including both community-level and individual-level interventions, including community-tailored mobile health technologies and implemented through a partnered, participatory process with stakeholder input in all phases. The study supports a needed integration across diverse service sectors usually studied separately: disaster resilience, mental health and social determinants of health.
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